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*Single Deck Platform

*EPSON Printer

*SI122

*DD700

*Ramp

All product options are NRCS
Sasco is a dynamic weighing solutions focused company which procures and supports a leading
range of globally sourced industrial weighing technologies. Sasco has the highest metrological
ranking of any Southern and Central African company, and as a result of our experience gained
through 100 years of operation, we are uniquely positioned to specify and supply optimal weighing
equipment, automation and weighing information data solutions to Southern and Central Africa’s
leading industrial companies. Sasco reputation has been built on innovation and choice underpinned
by professionalism, modernity and experience.
FLOOR SCALE RANGE
Sasco offers a variety of options on heavy duty
industrial floor scales. Our heavy duty scales are
known for being robust, accurate and reliable.

FLOOR SCALE SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS
Our floor scale systems are suitable for industrial applications in a variety of industries including food,
pharmaceuticals, manufacturing, transportation & logistics, and many more.
Sasco can offer industrial floor scales to meet your specific needs.

ENTRY LEVEL INDICATOR
The SI 122 is the entry level indicator and is a dash mounted robust product. A desk mount entry level
robust ABS indicator. The unit is easy to clean and has a large digital display. The indicator can be
used for simple weight checking and printing functions.
 Low power and charging status
 Battery or Mains operation
 Built in RS232 interface
 Zero-tracking feature ensures display returns to zero reading
 Programmable auto power-off to save energy
 Display overload when capacity has been exceeded

SI122

 Programmable backlight can be set to “always on”, “always off” or “light only when weighing”

ADVANCE INDICATOR
The W113 weighing indicator is advanced and comes in a steel housing making the W113 suitable for
a wide range of weighing applications.
 Large easy-to-read LED display visible in any lighting conditions
 Programmable backlight can be set to “always on”, “always off” or “light only when weighing”
 Check weighing with programmable sound to clearly indicate under, over and acceptable limits
 Audible overload alarm warning when the scale capacity has been exceeded
 Pre-set tare function speeds up the process of repetitive weighing
 Zero-tracking feature ensures the display to return to zero reading
 Programmable auto power-off function to save energy

W113

MULTI FUNCTIONAL INDICATOR
The DD700 is a complex multi functional indicator which is designed and assembled in Italy. The
indicator has optional software application that provides the highest quality solutions for weighing
applications and specific needs.

DD700
FUNCTION - SINGLE WEIGH
The standard “Single Weighing” Software manages weighing operations with Product, Client and
generic databases. The “Sum Weighing” function permits to perform several weighing operations in
sequence without unloading the scale by resetting the net weight to zero after every operation and then
having a complete print out at the end of the weighing.
FUNCTION - DOUBLE WEIGH
The standard “Double Weighing” Software allows you to perform a Net calculation of the load,
associating the result with Product, Client and Plate data for complete traceability.
FUNCTION - COUNTING
The optional “Piece counting” software permits to perform a rapid counting of previously sampled
Products, storing data in the database along with Customer and additional Generic data.
FUNCTION - WEIGHT CHECK
The optional “Weight check” is software with Product database in which you can store the Tare and
Over/Under tolerances for each product type. This allows a fast recall of the Product data in a
production environment in order to do manual check-weighing. The values are displayed showing
“Under” “OK” or “Over” status. Statistics are available for download which provides analysis for each
product or item weighed.
FUNCTION - EXTRACTION OPERATION
The optional “Loading / unloading extraction operation” works as per following example:
 Extracting material out of a container as per specified weight amount. The extraction cycle can
be controlled by means of the inputs and outputs on the indicator unit that in turn will control the start
and stop of the extraction for example a pump.
 Loading material into a container as per specified weight amount. The loading cycle can be
controlled by means of the inputs and outputs on the indicator unit that in turn will control the start and
stop of the loading for example a pump.
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This brochure contains a general guide of the product only and shall not form part of any contract unless specifically agreed
by Sasco Africa in writing in each case on the Order Acknowledgement. The specification of the product described herein
may vary from time to time and may be altered without notice.

